Bill could alter textbook transactions resolution in support of insurance policy

“In any kind of marketplace, full disclosure of prices and purchasing options is essential to an honest business environment.”

John Zimmerman

**NEWS | In Brief**

**DPS to offer shuttle for Midland Break**

The Department of Public Safety, will offer a shuttle for the Bike Co-op plans race ahead

Student Senate passes resolution in support of insurance policy

BY BECKY MATWEY

The Bike Co-op plans its rolling for-ward.

Student Senate passes a resolution that would allocate $200 towards the purchase of a textbook transparency program. The program would allow students to see the true cost of textbooks, including the cost of the textbook itself and any additional fees. The resolution was passed by a vote of 13-0, with one abstention. The resolution will be sent to the Missouri State Auditor's Office for approval.

Bike Co-op plans race ahead

The Bike Co-op plans to expand its service to include a textbook transparency program. The program would allow students to see the true cost of textbooks, including the cost of the textbook itself and any additional fees. The program would be available to students at no cost.
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